NIGHT FLIGHT RESTRICTIONS

Stuttgart Airport has a strict night flight restriction in place in order to protect our neighbors from aviation noise at night. Only a few aircraft movements are excluded. The night flight restriction applies to:

**Departures between 11:00 p.m. and 06:00 a.m.**

**Arrivals between 11:30 p.m. and 06:00 a.m.**

Permitted are take-offs and landings of all aircraft with the exception of civil aeroplanes with jet engines without noise certificate in compliance with ICAO Annex 16, Chapter 3/4.

Permitted are:
- delayed landings until midnight with scheduled landing time before 11:30 p.m.
- overnight airmail flights (aircraft has to comply with guidelines of ICAO Annex 16, Chapter 4)
- flight movements for medical assistance or civil protection
- emergency or diverted flights
- survey flights
- military flight movements
- propeller-driven aircraft (aircraft > 8.618 t has to fulfill guidelines of ICAO Annex 16, Chapter 4 and aircraft < 8.618 t has to adhere to the guidelines of Chapter 10)
- flights with special permission from air traffic control